Freshmen! Monday night at seven (7) P.M. at the Tech Y. M. C. A. will be in session the Student Activity Committee composed of the captains of the teams of baseball, basketball, and football. The speakers will be there to give you some lessons and how the good Tech yell goes. Be sure and bring your "T" Book as all the songs are in there and you must learn them before the first game. Coaches and manager will be there and tell you what and how and when you must practice and please act the part of a big spirit meeting to introduce the new buildings to the students. Coach Vann will be there to give the freshmen an opportunity to be in the first game of the Georgia Tech football team. The first chance to see these new uniforms will be on October the sixth, when the Yellow Jackets meet the V. M. I. Cadets on Grant Field. The new athletic field is to be dedicated then. The Tech student body is invited to attend the dedication, which will be held at 11:30 a.m. on Saturday, October 6th, at the new athletic field, which has been completed in the last four months. The dedication will take place after the first football game of the season. The new field is expected to be completed by the first of September.

Welcome Freshmen!

The Technique, Atlanta, Ga., September 21, 1928

President Greets Students

Modern Dining Hall Formally Opened

President M. L. Brittain, president of the Georgia Tech, has returned from a three months trip to the birthplaces of civilization. The itinerary of his trip reads like a page from some rare old history. With always the touch of the hot-house; and a block of Carrara marble, to the new Dining Hall; Corinthian melon seeds on the hot-house; and a block of Marathon marble for Grant Field. The consequent grading will involve expenditures of about $45,000, making the entire grandstands will involve expenditures of about $15,000. For the first time since the school started, all students who wish will be provided with food by the school and at a very low rate of cost. This year will be larger than any college band in the United States. The building is planned for a concert band of fifty pieces, which will tour all of the principal cities of the United States. The Band Starts Year With New Uniforms

Dr. M. L. Brittain, A.B., LL.D.

New Athletic Field Purchased by School

The purchase of a ten-acre tract extending from Fifth to Eighth street, between Cherry and Fowler streets, has been announced by Dr. Brittain. The initial payment of $20,000 has been made on the 100,000 tract, which is now formally a part of Georgia Tech. It was pointed out that acquisition of the additional land will be a great stimulus for inter-collegiate athletics and will provide facilities for their annual games. In connection with the 4th, it is proposed to close the present Sixth street and lower the field to one level. The consequent grading will be a large scale, amounting to $150,000, with the only opportunity for the public to go through this newest addition to Tech's building program. The first chance to see these new uniforms will be on October the sixth, when the Yellow Jackets meet the V. M. I. Cadets on Grant Field. The new athletic field is to be dedicated then. The Tech student body is invited to attend the dedication, which will be held at 11:30 a.m. on Saturday, October 6th, at the new athletic field, which has been completed in the last four months. The dedication will take place after the first football game of the season. The new field is expected to be completed by the first of September.

New Dining Hall Now in Operation

President Brittain's regulation for this year will be in the interest and guidance of the faculty of the Y. M. C. A. Monday Evening College Night to be held in Y. M. C. A. Monday evening.
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Now that the time is ripe, get started in your college career with definite aims in view, and give your present the ball In you. Work hard and play hard.

G.A.T.

FACTOR ADVISERS

In the faculty advisers the new men have one of their most beneficial aids, not only in time of need but at all times. Each of these helpful counsel is needed to make a decision. The newcomer by his own experience may get some of this information. Each designated adviser will have, in time of need, a big brother in which he can confide his troubles.

Fresmen, take advantage of these men with those who understand you and are willing to offer such guidance and advice. Look up your adviser and introduce yourself, secure his help and assistance. By so doing, you will look back with pride and satisfaction because of his required to carry it about on your head.

G.A.T.

ON AVOIDING OVER CONFIDENCE

Preparing for the coming football season is well under way as the 1928 Golden Torndoes prepare for another year of practice. Tech hopes to have a fine football machine this sea—son—one that will carry on the work which the 1927 Gold Jackets did. But—the man who suffers his enthusiasm and ambition to carry it on beyond his strength and ability to carry on, will have to find a new source of strength and assurance. Techies believe that Tech has a walk in its all conferences, and, in this respect, this year is surely distin—guished.

It is a natural tendency for Tech men to let their optimism and loyalty reach the heights of fortune-telling even before the start of the season. It is only to be expected. But, it is the teaching of history, such a course usually brings disaster. Modern times as December, 1927, it has been our privilege to have our routing and loyalty reach the heights of over-confidence. This year is surely distin—guished.

N. D. P. III

The Freshmen

Such a motley crew of freshmen has moved in just the time that is less a mill into which all of those youngsters will be mixed and ground into the same mold. It is sure to be interesting to see just what effects that new life does for a man. Look at the present men in your class when they were freshmen and what a sight they were. How dumb and ignorant were those boys that came to Tech in 1923 and how many there were of them. Remember the fact that many of the large freshmen class that is begin—ning is still part of the Tech campus publications need their help, and they are especially the freshmen, for anything happens to them men, women, women. They are the downfall of many. So, merely the poor freshmen be forgiven. We hope the plan of using the young ladies in the men will all be of the most beneficial aid, not only in time of need, a big brother in which he can confide his troubles.

The campus publications need their help, and they are especially the freshmen, for anything happens to them men, women, women. They are the downfall of many. So, merely the poor freshmen be forgiven. We hope the plan of using the young ladies in the men will all be of the most beneficial aid, not only in time of need, a big brother in which he can confide his troubles.

The Band Grows Up

At last the band is going to have an appropriate uniform. For many years now we have seen the Tech band, as everyone knows, soda dispensers and other second-rate men, and we can never tell it was always our head. Now, to the dear little freshmen who four years of college life means to college life that leads to your life work and success. What are your hopes on you. Get started to your work. Open up your mind and let your thought be your guide. To avoid letting history re—serve the community. It is impressive to see just what effects that new life does for a man. Look at the present men in your class when they were freshmen and what a sight they were. How dumb and ignorant were those boys that came to Tech in 1923 and how many there were of them. Remember the fact that many of the large freshmen class that is begin—ning is still part of the Tech campus publications need their help, and they are especially the freshmen, for anything happens to them men, women, women. They are the downfall of many. So, merely the poor freshmen be forgiven. We hope the plan of using the young ladies in the men will all be of the most beneficial aid, not only in time of need, a big brother in which he can confide his troubles.

The campus publications need their help, and they are especially the freshmen, for anything happens to them men, women, women. They are the downfall of many. So, merely the poor freshmen be forgiven. We hope the plan of using the young ladies in the men will all be of the most beneficial aid, not only in time of need, a big brother in which he can confide his troubles.

The Band Grows Up

At last the band is going to have the best that's in you. What is our school coming to? This is more or less a surprise and disappointment to Judge's many enemies who have been trying to get the Tech band, as everyone knows, soda dispensers and other second-rate men, and we can never tell it was always our head. Now, to the dear little freshmen who
There has been several additions to the various departments. This step will create greater individual instruction to the student.

The faculty and students of Ga. Tech extend to them a cordial welcome and trust that a mutual cooperation will result in a greater understanding of mankind.

The new roster under the various departments are given below:

- Biology—E. G. Lover, instructor.
- Ceramic—One addition but selection unknown at present.
- Chemistry—Dr. A. Mc. White—assistant professor. C. B. Weiss, instructor.
- Commerce—E. B. Sanders, assistant professor. P. H. Holmes, assistant professor.
- E. E. Dept.—No changes.
- Experimental Engineering—Frank Barrick, instructor.
- Mathematics—C. W. Hook, instructor.
- Modern Language—E. F. Bradley, instructor.
- Physics—Dr. U. S. Herold, assistant professor. F. E. Hall, assistant professor. E. F. Presser, instructor.
- Political Science—No addition.
- Religious Science—No addition.
- Science—No addition.
- Technical—No addition.
- Agricultural Chemistry—Dr. A. Mc. White.
- Industry—Dr. A. Mc. White.
- Textile—Dr. A. Mc. White.

POlITICAL BULL SHOOTING E N G A G E S U M M E R S C H O O L E R S

DISCUSS ISSUES IN SEMINAR ROOM

Supporters of the two major party candidates for the president have entered into much debate during the summer school. Each morning a number of students would gather in the English seminar room in the Tech Library and the conversation would inevitably turn to politics. To hear the strong arguments advanced and to see the spirit with which the Hoover and Smith tickets were upheld and denounced by their supporters would make a newcomer feel that the outcome in November depended solely upon the results of the voting of Tech students.

Charges of bigotry, intolerance, corruption, narrow-mindedness, religious prejudice, etc., were flung at supporters of one candidate by the adherents of the other. Counter charges of incapability, wetness, temporal ambition, etc., were directed against the first candidate.

So the battle raged nightly. Magazines of strong convictions, such as "Nation," "The Republic," "Time," etc., were canvassed for points and arguments.

It apparently rests upon the eligible voters of Georgia Tech to settle this question. No one was convinced against his will, parts gaining an inch.

But now the top hutton remains a mystery. Is it shall still have three buttons, to be carelessly open, the lapels rolling gracefully to the button below. That's the edit.

The Newest Style Notes for the Collegiate!

2-Trouser All Wool Suits $28.50 and $35

The Peak Lapel
Double Breasted
Coat and Vest

Brown and Greys Lead the New Shadow Stripes
2 Button Coat

—Kirschbaum and our own dependable makes in expertly tailored all wool suits feature all the newest fashion hits for the college man.

Suits for $28.50 and $35 with two pairs of trousers that will stand hard wear, keep their shape, and give you that feeling of being well dressed.

Fall's Newest Felt Hats, $4, $5 and $6

Stetson's in the newest shades and shapes, $8.50

MEN'S CLOTHING DEPT.

RICH'S SECOND FLOOR.

Mr. Rich & Bros. Co.
GEORGIA TECH FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Oct. 6, V. M. L.—Atlanta.
Oct. 9, Tulane—New Orleans.
Oct. 20, Notre Dame—Atlanta.
Oct. 27, North Carolina—Chapel Hill.
Nov. 5, Georgia Tech—Atlanta.
Nov. 8, Vanderbilt—Atlanta.
Nov. 10, Oglethorpe—Atlanta.
Nov. 17, Alabama—Atlanta.
Nov. 20, Notre Dame—Atlantic City.
Nov. 22, Georgia Tech—Atlanta.
Dec. 19, Georgia Tech—Atlanta.

BREAKS RECORD
45 - 49 PEACHTREE
ED Hamm breaks record for Georgia Tech as he scores the 59th touchdown of the season.

GEORGIA TECH FOOTBALL apparel should see the new college styles and fabrics as shown at DANIEL’S
MEN who are returning to college and who strive for authenticity in their apparel should see the new college styles and fabrics as shown at DANIEL’S

About That Raincoat
You’ll Find It Here
U. S. Slickers, Raynsters and Aviation Coats

Daniel Bros. Co.
"42 years serving the men of Atlanta"
45-49 Peachtree
Large Squad Expected to Try-Out for Team

Freshmen welcomed, "ough said, "and the job—to play football for our eminent coaches, Al Clay and Jack Staff, and for the grand old field and White of Georgia Tech. Requirements—none, except a littlerawn and a fighting heart—no experience necessary. All equipment will be furnished to the Baby Jackets, so there is no use to wear any of the necessary regalia—and get that dirty.

so there is no use to wear any of the straight. Tux, however, would not the merrier. Let's turn out another good until the following Monday. Tick Atlanta at 8:00 Friday night, and is Orleans for the Tulane game leaving Mon. A. & M., November 9—Mercer at Macon, November 24—Florida.

The seating capacity of Tech's Stadium has been increased. At the Carolina game. Further announcements will be made in a later issue of the Technique.

New North End Seats Of Stadium To Sell for $1.00

The seating capacity of Tech's Stadium has been increased. At the open end north of the horseshoe has been constructed a wooden stand that will accommodate approximately 5,000 more spectators. These seats afford a very good view of the field and are

Bobby Jones Retains Amateur Title

Defts British Champ In Finals

Before a gallery of 5,000 golf fans Bobby Jones, Georgia Tech's most illustrious golfer, blazed the British champion, Tom Perkins, out for his fourth amateur golfing championship. With the exception of one match, with R. E. Gordon, of the Brae Burn Country Club, every one of Jones' triumphs were overwhelming. Bobby trounced John Bank, 4 and 3, in the first round, and in the second; Phil Finlay, 18 and 10, in the semifinals, and utterly walked over Tom Perkins, 10 and 9 in the final.

Never has the opposition proved so helpless in an amateur championship. Jones played like a machine, showing no mercy even when his opponent was hopelessly down. Perkins won only two holes, halved thirteen, and the rest were taken by Bobby. The play, hole by hole, was uninteresting, and the score will suffice to show the statistics of the play.

Morning Round

Jones, out . . . 444 454 434 —132 —72
Perkins, out . . . 444 xfe 436 —119 —72
Jones, in . . . . 439 464 444 —132 —72
Perkins, in . . . 544 544 434 —132 —72

Afternoon Round

Jones, out . . . 454 461 424 —130 —70
Perkins, out . . . 444 504 454 —143

Besides winning the amateur championship Jones retained his title in the National Open cham

pionships four times, Bobby Jones has annexed two National Open championships. His mark of 285 for a 72-hole record will probably stand for years to come and may never be equalled.

ed to be sold for the amazingly low price of $1.00, except for the Georgia game, at which, they will sell for the regular price of $2. These seats are open to all freshmen to begin work at East, Jr. These seats will be sold for the day of the game.

Ed. Hamm Breaks World's Broad Jump Record

The representatives of the White and Gold played an important part in the American victory in the 1928 Olympic Games held at Amsterdam, this summer. The outstand

ing performer was Ed Hamm, who broke the world's record in his most brilliant event, the broad jump. Ed, while in school, participated in the century and the 220-yard dashes, as well as the broad jump. His high mark in the broad jump came at the Southern Conference track meet. In this meet, Ham

mualized the Southern mark in the obeyed dash, broke the 220-yard record, and broke the broad jump distance falling within four inches of the world mark on this occasion.

Continuing his assault on the rec

ords, Ed ran clean through the Olympic try-outs, both in Atlanta and at Boston, where the finals were held. He was easily the outstanding per

former in the event, in spite of the fact that the present title-holder, De Hart Hubbard, was also jumping.

While the United States track ath

letes were going down to defeat at the hands of the foreign stars, the American track team, ran away with their competition. In this regard, it must be said that Ed Hamm, breaking the broad jump record against the most brilli

ant athletes of the world.

Hamm is expecting another big season this year. There is a rumor out to the effect that Hamm's broad jump record has been beaten, but with the improvement that Ed show

ed last year, and the prospects of the coming year he should be able to raise the mark again.

Georgia Tech Students Call Hm. 8740 About Your Suits

We Call and Deliver We DO REPAIRS ALSO

C. F. GARMONS PRESSING CLUB

In MORRIS BARBER SHOP 264 Kimball St.
**ALONG THE AVENUE**

With the opening of school interest in the social and scandalous happenings in and around the college and along the avenue becomes of prime importance to those thousands of prow-trotters and their escorts and et cetera. And to gather the various plots and themes we find entering the scene—oh! the scandal monger. That is a terrific word to apply to such innocence and purity and chastity as market has again become housed in this noble breast of unhumble correspondent. But such is the price of glory and the price which we must pay for the satisfaction of the public.

Out of the tangos and means of the varied social whirl of the summer and the last commencement, must be woven a complete story of love and romance to meet the most exacting taste. Ted Weems and his band gave the inspiration (as they say in the sensation column) for one of the best set of parties that Tech has had in all these many full moons and the last commencement, must be of the ladies of our most fair and popular young models. But with the opening of summer school and the approach of regular school the market has again become very stable and the demand will now exceed the supply. The pendulum has swung the full length of its arc and is at the other extreme. Some way must be found. Maybe the Class of ‘22 that illustrious group of young women who will be the residents of “Ye Goodie Shippe Knowles,” and the Halls of Mr. Harris and Mr. Brown can help to advise that peculiar and perplexing situation.

This year’s class is by far the fanciest bunch that has entered this illustrious group of young ladies and classes. That is exactly what is happening when these rats get to dine in a hall more elaborate than the old days is atrocious and prayer is that they will have enough money left to give those priceless tea dances after the afternoons end. (Not the paying for it.)

The newest addition to the beautiful fraternity row (?) of Georgia Tech is the recently completed home of the Chi Beta Sigs last week. Our fervent hope and prayer is that they will have some semblance of regularity from now on. We hope that they will be successful in making plans for petitioning a national. Well, boys and girls, these little tales will appear with some semblance of regularity from now on. We hope that they will be successful in placing you easily in the arms of your dreams. Watch carefully for the next episode next week.

---

**College Fraternity Pins**

**PLAIN AND JEWELLED**

**GOLD AND SILVER JEWELRY MOUNTED**

**RINGS AND SPECIAL EMBLEMS MADE TO ORDER**

A Central Invitation to Call is Extended

**THE EMBLEM SHOP**

Metropolitan Building, Forsyth and Luckie Streets, Atlanta.

---

**FRATERNITY AND CLASS STATIONERY**

Inventions for All Occasions

Correctly Engraved at Reasonable Prices

J. P. STEVENS ENGRAVING COMPANY

139 Pennsylvania Street, Atlanta.

---

**Duo-Wear**

Two-Trouser College Suits

The New Fall Styles
Are Distinctive and Smart

*Constructed of Double Service Cloth. Patterns are Confined and Styling Exclusive.*

$35 to $50
College Days Are Here—Select Your Suit Tomorrow

---

**In Sioux Falls— building the disposal plant**

WHEREVER you find construction work in progress, be it an engineering triumph or a lesser achievement, it is quite probable you will find Koehring Heavy Duty equipment. One of these typical projects is the disposal plant at Sioux Falls, South Dakota, where a Koehring No. 301 Heavy Duty Shovel did the excavation work and two Koehring Heavy Duty Mixers produced the re-mixed concrete.

The large view gives a comprehensive idea of the entire plant while the smaller illustration in the upper left shows the Heavy Duty Shovel excavating part of the 100,000 yards which were moved on this job. The Koehring mixers, shown in the oval inset, turned approximately sixty carloads of cement, together with proportionate amounts of sand and crushed stone, into dominant strength concrete.

In thousands of places the story of Koehring equipped jobs is the same as that in Sioux Falls—Koehring dependability wins.

**KOEHRING COMPANY**

**MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN**

Manufacturers of

Pavers, Mixers—Concrete Shovels, Cranes and Draglines.
the River Jordan, Dr. Brittain and some of the party went wading in and they saw the Sea of Galilee. As the Oconee river at Athens, Ga. was the most impressive view of Palestine, they agreed that it was worthy of this name. Through Damascus flows the River Abana, from the shores of Lebanon—a river which the citizens love because of the beauty. Little canals carry streams from the river into parks—sometimes underground, sometimes above, to the city parks. They saw the strange city of Baalbek, the sungod's city, and traveled to Beirut where they once more boarded the Thophile Gautier, sailing the route Paul took via Cyprus to Crete and through the Aegean Sea to Gallipoli. They saw the Trogan plain as they traveled to Constantinople, along the Bosphorus to the Black Sea, and back through the Dananderles, and Dr. Brittain remembered in his diary the two supermen, Leander and Richard Halliburton, who swam the strait, with, unfortunately, various consequences. They reached Milan on August 19, and saw the beautiful cathedral there, with its 2,000 towers which are like frozen music and they saw D'Vincent's workmanship. They traveled to Lake Maggiore and to Interlaken, and finally returned to Cherbourg where they boarded the Comard line Alcmia.

**Georgia School of Technology**

"A Technical School With a National Reputation"

THE GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY offers to young men of ability and ambition a training which will fit them for positions of responsibility and power. The national reputation of this institution is based not on claims, but on results. Its greatest asset is the record which its alumni are making in the productive work of the world. Georgia Tech, graduates succeed because they have been trained both to think scientifically and to work efficiently.


Coast Artillery, Signal Corps, Air Service, Infantry, and Ordnance Units of the R. O. T. C.

For Further Information Address

THE REGISTRAR

ATLANTA, GA.

---

### WELCOME

**Class Of '32 TECH'S—BY CHOICE**

You have chosen wisely in your selection of a College—Now for your entertainment—The METROPOLITAN reflects the period thru which you are now passing—youth and pep.

**COLLEGE NIGHT**

Meet the Jackets and their visitors every Friday night

"ENTERTAINING YOU"—CARTER RABBIT, MC.

---

**THE TECHNIQUE, ATLANTA, GA., SEPTEMBER 21, 1928**

---

### Give yourself a flying start with these high class writing tools

- **$3.50** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils pictured on this page. They are all especially appropriate for college men and women. But they are only part of the famous Wahl-Eversharp line of pens, pencils and sets. Any color, any size, any style.

You can give added zest and inspiration to your college work by equipping yourself with modern tools. These jewel-like pens and pencils make writing an actual pleasure.

The pens offer a choice of the Wahl 14 points. You pick the point that fits your writing stroke.

Doubtless your favorite store carries the Wahl-Eversharp line. See him today and be satisfied with nothing less than Wahl quality. Guaranteed pens and pencils to suit every purse.

---

### WAHL-EVERSHPARc PENS AND PENCILS

- **$7.50** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$3.50** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$1.00** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$0.50** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$0.25** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$0.10** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$0.05** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

---

### THE WAHL COMPANY

1800 Roscoe Street

Chicago

---

### WAHL-EVERSHPARc PENS AND PENCILS

- **$7.50** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$3.50** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$1.00** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$0.50** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$0.25** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$0.10** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$0.05** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

---

### WAHL-EVERSHPARc PENS AND PENCILS

- **$7.50** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$3.50** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$1.00** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$0.50** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$0.25** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$0.10** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$0.05** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

---

### WAHL-EVERSHPARc PENS AND PENCILS

- **$7.50** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$3.50** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$1.00** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.

- **$0.50** Wahl-Eversharp pens and pencils, designed for every pen and every hand. Popular with students.
Freshman Caps on Sale at Y.M.C.A.

Freshman, your caps are on sale at the Y.M.C.A. It is too late to state for the benefit of those who do not know that it would be extremely beneficial for them to get these caps, as they have sold them soon, and wear them constantly. This organization is called the Vigilance Committee and any freshman who does not buy a cap and wear it will find himself in extremely hot water when brought before them. These caps can be purchased from Glenn Holland, Frank Player, or Bob Burnett at the Y. M. C. A. building for $1.50 each. FROSH!—BE SURE AND GET ONE.

SOUTHERN CONFERENCE

(Continued from Page 4)

Wadey will hold down the other back, barring accidents, with the reserve ends coming from among a group made up of Kosert, Jones, Von Wellen and Herron. Spear and Wai- ter, if in reserve, will be Bill Pitcher's two pairs of tackles from present indications. Drennan, Westbrook, Kent and Brooks will be at the guards during the season.

Coach Player will perform in the center of the line, with Runk and Lloyd doing relief work.

In the back field, Don Miller's big- man type seems to be the choice of just who he will play. He has a wealth of material from which to pick and the year's epochal combination, Thomas Number One four- square, with Duran of quarters, Thom- as and Misen at the half, and Randolph at full has returned in full force. Faust, Born, Fitzgerald, Smith, and Schumnan of the reserves, together with the Noske, who are from the yearling squad, notably Dunlap, Loyd, Flores, and Lees, will give Don sufficient power to advance the ball by any legal known means. Will Tech be on top? That is for the future to decide, but with this ma- terial and the old Jackets, the White and Gold should not miss that key back.

The fact that every other school in the nation's football standings when De- cember rolls around.

Prof. Sparks Directs Commerce Evening School

At the end of the scholastic year last June Professor G. M. Sparks was appointed Director of the Evening School of Commerce. Professor Sparks was unanimously recommended for the position by the Commerce Faculty and then appointed by Prov. Dr. Hancock. It is believed that under Professor Sparks' administration the Evening School will enjoy the most successful last year's over the last so far. The total number of students for the past two years of the Evening School passed the half-thousand mark.

Ceramic Students Active During Summer

Ceramic Journal Tells of Work

Ceramic students have accomplished much during the vacation. Most of the students have worked at some ceramic trade during the vacation period and have gained considerable valuable experience along that line. The department requires each student to work twelve weeks at some ceramic occupation before graduation. This re- quirement makes for better prepared graduates and leads to a co-ordination of theory and practice which would not otherwise be obtained.

The story of the work of four Tech students and one professor in an im- portant original investigation of firing conditions in tile manufacture was the feature article of the current issue of the Journal of the American Ceram- ic Society. Professor W. H. Vaugan was the author of the article and the results of his research were received with widespread interest throughout the industry.

The department has acquired many new molds during the summer. Many article pieces were designed and molds cast out of plaster for future use. The large terra cotta mosaic tile which is for the laying wall was made in the department under the di- rection of Frank Galley of the Architectural Department.

The seal of approval

A recent survey of leading universities and colleges conclusively showed that in forty-one per cent of them Sheaffer's Lifetime's writing tools are first in favor. Lightest touch response, yet a nib fortified to produce easily three carbons of notes, corres- pondence, confidential matters, gives the Lifetime pen first place wherever pen values are carefully considered. Unconditionally guaranteed for a life- time, the beauty and economy of these writing pens twice have earned them the seal of approval. "Lifetime" pen, 85c. "Lady Lifetime", 85c. Other lower "Lifetime" pens; values varied in market, $1.50 each. At better stores everywhere.

In the back field, Espy's big- man type seems to be the choice of just who he will play. He has a wealth of material from which to pick and the year's epochal combination, Thomas Number One four- square, with Duran of quarters, Thom- as and Misen at the half, and Randolph at full has returned in full force. Faust, Born, Fitzgerald, Smith, and Schumnan of the reserves, together with the Noske, who are from the yearling squad, notably Dunlap, Loyd, Flores, and Lees, will give Espy sufficient power to advance the ball by any legal known means. Will Tech be on top? That is for the future to decide, but with this ma- terial and the old Jackets, the White and Gold should not miss that key back.

SOUTHERN CONFERENCE

Prospects Good

Wadey will hold down the other back, barring accidents, with the reserve ends coming from among a group made up of Kosert, Jones, Von Wellen and Herron. Spear and Wai- ter, if in reserve, will be Bill Pitcher's two pairs of tackles from present indications. Drennan, Westbrook, Kent and Brooks will be at the guards during the season. Coach Player will perform in the center of the line, with Runk and Lloyd doing relief work.

In the back field, Don Miller's big- man type seems to be the choice of just who he will play. He has a wealth of material from which to pick and the year's epochal combination, Thomas Number One four- square, with Duran of quarters, Thom- as and Misen at the half, and Randolph at full has returned in full force. Faust, Born, Fitzgerald, Smith, and Schumnan of the reserves, together with the Noske, who are from the yearling squad, notably Dunlap, Loyd, Flores, and Lees, will give Espy sufficient power to advance the ball by any legal known means. Will Tech be on top? That is for the future to decide, but with this ma-
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